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1 Leica Captivate v2.30 Release Notes - Introduction
Please do take your time to read these Release Notes. They contain information about
-

Several new features
Some bug fixes

General information

There is a Leica Captivate v2.30 release for the following hardware
 Field Controllers: CS20, CS35
 Total Stations: TS16, TS60, MS60

Customer Care
Product (CCP) dates

The Leica Captivate software version 2.30 can be loaded onto all CS Field
Controllers and TS Total Stations with a CCP valid until at least 01.05.2017

Jobs, Coordinate
Systems, Working
Styles, RTK Profiles
and other objects

All Leica Captivate “objects” (such as Jobs, Coordinate Systems, Working Styles,
RTK profiles etc.) created or used within previous Leica Captivate versions can
be used without problems in Leica Captivate v2.30

Version compatibility
between CS Field
Controllers, TS Total
Stations and GS
Sensors

The table below shows the compatibility between Leica Captivate versions

TS16,
TS60,
MS50
TS16,
TS60,
MS50

Leica Captivate
v1.20, v1.21,
v1.30
Leica Captivate
v2.0 and higher

CS20, CS35
Leica Captivate v1.20,
v1.21, v1.30
Fully compatible

CS20, CS35
Leica Captivate v2.0
and higher
Not compatible

Not compatible

Fully compatible

The table below shows the compatibility between Leica Captivate and
SmartWorx Viva versions

All TS, MS
and GS
sensors
capable of
running
SmartWorx
Viva

All versions
prior to
SmartWorx
Viva v6.0 and
higher than
v5.60
SmartWorx
Viva v6.0 and
higher
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CS20, CS35
Leica Captivate
v1.20, v1.21, v1.30
Fully compatible

CS20, CS35
Leica Captivate v2.0
and higher
Not compatible

Not compatible

Fully compatible

2 Leica Captivate Software Improvements – new features
Allow coding of lines

With Leica Captivate it has always been possible to code points with linework
being automatically created.
With Leica Captivate v2.30 it is now possible to assign a separate and
independent code to the line object itself – this is in addition to the codes
assigned to the points.
This new functionality needs to be activated in the Coding settings.

When the setting is activated, two additional pages are shown in Leica Captivate.
When measuring a point and assigning a code with the linework flag “begin line”
(beginning a line, arc or spline), a page is shown after storing the point that
allows entering a line code for this newly started line.

A Code tab is shown in the Edit line panel which allows the assigning and editing
of a separate and independent code for the line object.
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The benefits of the new functionality are the following
- It is now possible to assign information to the line object, different to the
point code, to be used in the field
- When importing CAD files, line codes are assigned to lines, with the line
code name being based on the layer to which the imported line belongs
- Lines measured in the field can be given a code and attributes to give
additional information when editing the Survey in the office.
Allow coding of
points measured
with remote heights

With Leica Captivate it is possible to measure high points that cannot be reached
by a reflector by measuring the ground point and then aiming towards the correct
height and storing the coordinate.
Measuring such remote points may be necessary any time during a Survey but
up until Captivate v2.30, it was not possible to code these points.
With Leica Captivate v2.30, the remote points can be coded like other measured
points. In order to code remote points, measure the distance to a prism
underneath the high point, then press Fn – F6(Tools) and open the Measure
remote points tool.

A new Code page tab that allows entering the code for the remote point is now
available in the Measure Remote Point panel.
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With this new feature, it is no longer necessary to add codes to high points in the
office software as they can be coded directly in the field.
Allow longer code
names

Many customers have requested the ability to use more than 16 characters for
codes. The reasons for this can be
- Entering additional information within the feature code information such
as linework commands
- To include stakeout instructions for the user in the field as part of the
code
In both case, the currently allowed code name length of 16 characters is often
not sufficient.
For Leica Captivate v2.30 the allowed length for
- Code names
- Code descriptions
- Attribute values
has been increased from 16 to 48 characters when using ASCII characters
(when using non-ASCII characters, less than 48 will be possible, depending on
the used character set).
This includes the use of point codes, free codes and line codes.
The benefit for the user is the possibility of a more extensive use of the code
names, code descriptions and attribute values than was possible in previous
versions.
Note: When using code names, code descriptions or attribute values
longer than 16 characters, the jobs will not be usable in any SmartWorx
Viva version or any Leica Captivate versions previous to v2.30.
Also these jobs cannot be imported into any of the currently released
Infinity versions.

Define and update
the linework flag for
ASCII export

rd

Some 3 party CAD software packages recreate the linework which was
captured in the field by reading the linework flag stored with each point from an
ASCII import.
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Leica Captivate v2.30 now allows the linework flags to be defined in the Coding
settings panel.

When a point in a line is measured, the linework flag is automatically stored with
that point.
When a measured line is edited, then the line itself is updated and in addition,
the linework flags belonging to the points are also updated.

The benefit of this change is that it allows external office software to recreate the
linework correctly when importing measurements from an ASCII file.
Code boxes can be
used in the
Stake/Check Road
and Measure to Line
apps

The new method of coding with code boxes was introduced with the release of
Leica Captivate and has been well received and is widely used and appreciated.
This new coding method has until now been available only in the Measure app,
which is used for most of the topographic survey work. However, some users
also want to do topographic surveys along roads or reference lines, e.g. at a
certain corridor left and right of a road design centreline and use coding for this
survey.
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With Leica Captivate v2.30, coding with code boxes is also available in the
Measure to Line and Stake/Check Road apps.

The widely used coding method with code boxes can now be used for Survey
tasks alongside road designs or reference lines.
Hide the 3D viewer in
several apps

In previous Leica Captivate versions it is possible to hide the 3D viewer in the
Measure app. With Leica Captivate v2.30 this is now also possible in the
following apps
- Measure to Line
- Stake/Check Road
- Stake/Check Rail
- Stake/Check Tunnel
- Stake to Line
- Stake Points
- Stake DTM
- Stake Points & DTM
While the graphical information is important and helpful while staking out, the
user also needs to see the stakeout information, such as current offsets or height
differences.
Up until Leica Captivate v2.30 it was necessary to scroll to see this information
as displaying it next to the 3D viewer gives little room.
With Leica Captivate v2.30, the 3D viewer can be hidden and the extended
screen shows more information at a glance.
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This allows the user to quickly and easily switch between the graphical and
numerical information, saving time and making sure that inconsistencies are
detected early.
Enter multiple
elevations for a
staked point

For certain stakeout applications it is useful to store the measured point with
more than one elevation and to know the cut and fill for these multiple elevations.
One example is staking out manholes. When measuring the centre of a manhole,
the drain below may have pipelines joining at different height levels.
A new feature in Leica Captivate allows entering multiple heights for a staked
point and on the fly, showing the cut and fill for those multiple elevations. It is
available in the Stake Points, Stake DTM and Stake Points & DTM apps.
In order to use this new feature, access the Settings in the app and activate to
View results page after staking a point.

Once a point is measured and stored, the Stake results panel is shown. Open
the Elevations page. Here you can enter additional elevations for the just staked
point.
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The additional elevations, cut/fill values and information are stored with the point
and can be exported to HeXML.
This new feature allows for detailed documentation of the work that needs to be
done for each staked point and also allows all relevant cut/fill information to be
written on the stakes/lathes on site.
Show stake values
even when no stake
chainage is entered

With Leica Captivate v2.30 it is now possible to receive the stake navigation
values while no Stake chainage was entered.
In this case, when pressing F2(Distance), the current chainage for the position
of the measured target will be used to calculate and display the stake navigation
values.

This is useful if the user wants to get information about the design at the current
position without leaving the app and without knowing the chainage for the current
position.
Stake arcs along
chords

In some countries, when staking arcs in an alignment, the chainage is not
calculated along the centreline of the alignment but along chords of the arc.
With Leica Captivate v2.30 the chords definition method of staking alignments is
now supported.
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A new setting is available in the Stake settings panel that activates the staking of
arcs along chords and allows entering the chord length to be used.

When this setting is activated, the arcs are not staked out from chainages along
the centreline but chainages along the chords.

Once the arc ends and a straight starts, the chainage along the centreline is
used again to stake out.
Staking out arcs using the chords definition is a historic method still used in some
countries. Leica Captivate now supports this method, preventing wrong results
over long alignments from using the arcs definition.
Improvements to the
cross section view –
show additional
layers

With Leica Captivate v2.30, a number of changes have been made to the Cross
section view of the 3D Viewer which can be accessed in several apps.
Until Leica Captivate v2.30, the 3D viewer’s Cross section view would only
display the currently active layer.
So when staking out points related to the alignment of the road, the active layer
would show objects like string lines to be staked, while for example pipelines
underneath the road surface contained in a CAD file attached to the job would
not be shown.
With Leica Captivate v2.30, the Cross section view shows the content of the
DTM and CAD files attached to the job. Note that the elements must be set to
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visible in the Object Display panel. The Object Display panel can be accessed
by opening the 3D Viewer settings from the menu on the right side of the viewer
and then switching to the Lines & alignments page.
Further, with Leica Captivate v2.30 a new setting is introduced, allowing the user
to define that all Road layers should be displayed when switching to the Cross
section view.

Now, when activated, the Cross section view will show all active Road layers.

Cross section view showing cross section of Road job (grey lines are the non-active layers
and red is the active layer), DTM job (green line), CAD file (purple line)

The benefit of the new functionality is that it allows the user to work in a
horizontal view that shows only the needed information to keep it clean and easy
to read. While at the same time, when switch to the cross section view, all
available vertical data is shown to give full information on the design.
Improvements to the
cross section view –
vertical exaggeration

Since the Cross section view can now show a lot more data (see the above
feature), it can happen that this data is very close to each other and is hard to
visualise.
Therefore a new setting was implemented that allows to vertically “exaggerate”
the content of the cross section view
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By default this value is set to 1, showing the cross section view scaled as
designed. When increasing the value, the Cross section view will be vertically
stretched.
The advantage for the user is that it is now possible to show the data from all
available layers in the Cross section view while still being able to more easily
view the information.
Improvements to the
cross section view –
select active layer

Since the Cross section view now allows showing all available layers in a
design and reading the information easily, the user may want to switch to a
different active layer while in the Cross section view.
With Leica Captivate v2.30 this is now possible by clicking and holding one layer
in the cross section view and from the context menu selecting the option to Set
as active layer.

When setting an active layer in a cross section view while the vertical
exaggeration is not used, the user may click on several layers when trying to
select. In this case the 3D viewer will show a selection view that allows selecting
the needed layer.
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The benefit of this new feature is that the user can now change the active layer
directly from within the Stake/Check Road without the need to return to the
Define .. panel.
This should speed up the work process and makes it easier to check the different
design elements also in the horizontal view.
Using capital letters

Some users prefer typing all alphabetical characters in capital letters when
entering information into Leica Captivate.
With previous versions the user could set the entry to capitals for any text input
method but when switching pages in the software, the entry was changed back
to lower case.
With Leica Captivate v2.30 the user can activate entering alphabetical characters
in capitals and the software will stay with this setting while working and also after
turning the instrument off and on again.
A user with a preference for capital letters will now be able to enter information
without the need to switch the entry mode on each page.

Notification when a
new firmware is
available

Over the last year Leica Geosystems has increased the frequency of Leica
Captivate releases to bring new features needed by our users to the market
quickly in a shorter time frame.
For users to benefit from this, it is helpful to be informed about new releases
promptly.
From Leica Captivate v2.30 onwards, the user will be informed directly on the
CS20, CS35 or TS/MS instrument about each new version of Leica Captivate
that is available in myWorld.
The user will also be informed, if the CCP license installed on the instrument is
sufficient for installing the new software.
The information is shown in a message box, via an icon in the Leica Captivate
home panel and as a message in the About panel.
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For this feature to work, the instrument needs to be connected to the internet.
The user is now directly informed about new releases and can benefit from new
features immediately.
Note: Accepting the
Leica Geosystems
Legal Agreement

After installing Leica Captivate v2.30 on your instruments, all further installations
of firmware, apps and languages will require accepting the Leica Geosystems
Legal Agreement.
The Legal Agreement had always been available on the Leica Geosystems
website but is now directly provided in the firmware.
When accessing the Update Software panel, the F1(OK) button is not shown,
until the I have read and agree to the Leica Geosystems Legal Agreement
setting is activated.
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Press F2(Details) to read the Leica Captivate Legal Agreement.
Activate the I have read and agree to the Leica Geosystems Legal
Agreement setting and then press F1(OK) to install the firmware, app or
language.
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3 Leica Captivate Software Improvements – Bug fixes
Focus does not jump
to next field after
pressing enter in the
Code entry field

When using the code search and pressing enter after selecting the correct code,
the focus would not jump to the entry field below. Instead it would stay on the
code entry field.
This would slow down the work process because the user would need to
highlight the field below to enter the needed data.
With Leica Captivate v2.30, pressing enter will cause the focus to jump to the
next entry field, making the data entry much more efficient again.

Linework codes are
not imported from
XML

When importing points and codes from XML, the points with a code that creates
linework would lose their code during the import.
With Leica Captivate v2.30 all codes are properly imported.

Page scroll not
working using arrow
keys

When entering attributes in the Enter Attributes panel and scrolling through the
attributes using the arrow keys on the physical keyboard, the page scroll would
not work.
This issue is fixed in Leica Captivate v2.30

Crash when
importing DXF files
with Point ID prefix
disabled

By default, Leica Captivate imports point IDs from DXF with the prefix Pt_. With
Leica Captivate v2.20 when the prefix was disabled, under certain circumstances
the software would crash during import.
This issue is fixed in Leica Captivate v2.30

Page tab to
configure Screen
setting missing on
the CS35

In Leica Captivate, in the Screen, Audio & Text Input page, the Screen tab
allows deactivating animations and, when working in GS mode, configuring the
position update rate. In Leica Captivate v2.20, the Screen tab was missing.
With Leica Captivate v2.30 the panel is available again.

GS position update
rate is not
remembered on the
CS20 when used
with a GS16

When the CS20 is connected to a GS16 and the position update rate is changed,
rebooting the CS20 would set the position update rate back to 1s.
This issue is fixed in Leica Captivate v2.30.
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4 Obtaining and loading the new software using myWorld (CS20 Field Controller and TS/MS
instruments)
It is strongly recommended to use myWorld to load the new
software to the CS20 Field Controller and TS/MS instruments.
The myWorld online update cannot be used to load the new
software to the CS35 tablet.
Once your Controllers and Instruments have been registered in myWorld, connect the hardware to
your PC, navigate to your products page in myWorld and follow the on-screen instructions. The latest
software versions will be loaded as required.
In order to connect CS20 Field Controller and TS/MS instruments to the PC you need to first install the
USB drivers. These drivers are available for download at myWorld.

5 Obtaining and loading the new software using manual loading (CS20 Field Controller and
TS/MS instruments)
If you prefer not to use the myWorld online update, it is also possible to “manually” load the new
software – in this case, please carefully read the notes below.

Obtaining the new
software

The new software, language files and apps can be obtained from the following
sources:
- the myWorld web site (it is also possible to manually download the
files from the myWorld web site as well as automatically upgrading
your controllers and sensors with myWorld)
- your local Leica Selling Unit or Dealer

Files which need to
be obtained for
upgrading a CS20
Field Controller

The following file needs to be obtained in order to upgrade a CS Field
Controller - CS20LeicaCaptivate_v2_30.fw

Files which need to
be obtained for
upgrading a TS/MS
instrument

The following file needs to be obtained in order to upgrade a TS/MS
instrument - TSxxMS60LeicaCaptivate_v2_30.fw

How to load the Leica
Captivate files to a
CS20 Field Controller
or TS/MS instrument

This file contains all Leica Captivate and WinEC languages and apps

This file contains all Leica Captivate and WinEC languages and apps

1. Insert the SD card into your PC or card reader and copy the necessary
file to be uploaded to the instrument to the System directory of the card.
This can be done with Windows Explorer or any other suitable PC
software. (it is NOT possible to use a USB stick to upgrade your CS20
Field Controller or TS/MS instrument)
2. Insert the SD card into the CS20 Field Controller or TS/MS instrument
and turn on. Ensure the battery is fully charged.
3. From the main menu, choose Settings and then choose menu item
Tools and then choose Update software. The Update software screen
is now visible.
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4. In the File to load list box ensure the correct file name is visible. If the file
name is not visible then check you have correctly copied the firmware file
to the System directory of the SD card.
5. Press F1(OK) – a message will appear to remind you the controller will
turn off and on during the process. Press F6(Yes) to begin the loading
process.
6. The loading process will take a few minutes and the controller will turn off
and on several times during the process.
Obtaining sample
data

Since Leica Captivate v2.0, the sample data is no longer included in each
simulator build. The sample data can be installed using a separate installer. The
advantage of this is that it is no longer needed to download several large files.
During the installation it is possible to select for which simulators the sample data
can be installed – the sample can be installed for all 4 simulators (SmartWorx
Viva CS simulator, SmartWorx Viva TS simulator, Leica Captivate CS20 simulator
and the Leica Captivate TS/MS simulator).
The sample data installer can be downloaded from myWorld. An installation guide
is provided along with the sample data installer though the installation process is
very easy to follow.

6 Obtaining and loading the new software using manual loading (CS35 Tablet)
The CS35 Tablet can only be upgraded manually. Follow the instructions below.

Obtaining the new
software

The new software, language files and apps can be obtained from the following
sources:
- the myWorld web site (it is also possible to manually download the
files from the myWorld web site as well as automatically upgrading
your controllers and sensors with myWorld)
- your local Leica Selling Unit or Dealer

Files which need to
be obtained for
upgrading a CS35
tablet

The following file must be downloaded in order to upgrade the CS35 tablet
LeicaCaptivate_CS35_v2_30.zip
The file contains Leica Captivate languages and apps.

How to load the Leia
Captivate files to the
CS35 tablet

1.
2.
3.
4.

On your PC unpack the files from the .zip file to a USB stick
Insert the USB stick into the CS35 Tablet
Using the File Explorer app within Windows 8.1 on the CS35 tablet,
browse to the USB stick. Double tap the Setup.exe file
Follow the instructions

Note that this procedure will need to be performed twice – once to uninstall the
existing Leica Captivate software and then a second time to install the new
software.
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Obtaining sample
data

Since Leica Captivate v2.0, the sample data is no longer included in the CS35
firmware but will be provided separately via the sample data installer.
The sample data installer can be downloaded from myWorld. An installation guide
is provided along with the sample data installer though the installation process is
very easy to follow.

7 Summary of Leica Captivate Software Files
Listed below is a summary of the files available relating to the new Leica Captivate software. The
version numbers for all files is v2.30.
File name

Description

File date

CS20LeicaCaptivate_v2_30.fw

CS20 Field Controller
Leica Captivate
software file
TS/MS instrument
Leica Captivate
software file
CS35 tablet Leica
Captivate software file
(without sample jobs)

TSxxMS60LeicaCaptivate_v2_30.fw

LeicaCaptivate_CS35_v2_30.zip
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27.06.2017

Build
no.
213

Maintenance
date
01.05.2017

27.06.2017

213

01.05.2017

27.06.2017

213

01.05.2017

